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Jan 17, 2023 - Mission

Gyrotonic fitness studio now open in former Mission
ballroom

Share this story:    

Sun�ower Gyrotonic, a �tness studio focused on a breath-based, spiral exercise, is now open in downtown Mission —

at the former Melange dance studio. Photo credit Juliana Garcia

Sun�ower Gyrotonic & Yoga Wall Studio, a new �tness studio focused on deep

stretching and movement-based exercise, is now open in downtown Mission.

Similar to pilates, the Gyrontonic method uses special equipment to assist users

through workouts centered around �uid, rotational movements.

Mission studio instructor and manager Sumya Anani calls it “spiral health,” because

attendees’ bodies are often in spiraling motions as they exercise. The method is often

used by professional dancers to help with conditioning and body strength.

Sunflower took over former Melange space

The new studio is at 5636 Johnson Drive, a corner space formerly occupied by

Melange dance studio, which closed in 2021.

Sun�ower Gyrotonic opened in early August of last year, Anani said.
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Sun�ower Gyrotonic
5636 Johnson Dr, Mission, KS 66202  Directions

5.0  2 reviews
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Gyrotonic method focused on movement, breathing

The GYROTONIC® MethodThe GYROTONIC® Method

This studio offers Gyrotonic classes

Anani compared the Gyrotonic method to a good massage and workout that

happens at the same time.

Some equipment pieces at the Mission studio include a pulley tower, a leg

extension unit, a jumping stretching board and a Gyrotoner, which facilitates

deeper stretching of the hips, shoulders and back.

Anani said Gyrontic workouts exercise the fascia, a thin �lm of connective

tissues throughout the entire body that hold organs and muscles in place.

Most Gyrotonic studios in the Kansas City area are one-on-one, private

sessions for professional dancers, Anani said.

Sun�ower Gyrotonic wanted to make the exercise method available to more

people, she said.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oE33mjnvRAc
https://www.gyrotonic.com/about/gyrotonic-method/
https://www.gyrotonic.com/product/gyrotonic-gyrotoner/#:~:text=Product%20Details-,The%20Gyrotoner%20facilitates%20hip%2C%20and%20shoulder%20articulation%20in%20a%20myriad,shoulder%20movements%20with%20the%20spine.
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/wellness-and-prevention/muscle-pain-it-may-actually-be-your-fascia#:~:text=What%20is%20fascia%3F,almost%20as%20sensitive%20as%20skin.
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Above, the interior of Sun�ower Gyrotonic in downtown Mission. Photo courtesy Sumya Anani.

The owners were looking for a Mission storefront

Go deeper: Check out Sun�ower Gyrotonic’s class offerings and prices here.

Anani said she and owner Mike Coughlin remember when there was a yoga

studio on Johnson Drive in downtown Mission.

Sun�ower Gyrotonic wanted to open in the area, and Anani and C0ughlin

decided to wait after deals fell through with other properties.

That’s when the former Melange space opened up, creating what Anani called

the perfect opportunity for Sun�ower Gyrotonic.

? Hello! I'm Juliana Garcia, and I cover Prairie Village and the Shawnee Mission

School District for the Shawnee Mission Post.

I grew up in Roeland Park and graduated from Shawnee Mission North before

going on to the University of Kansas, where I wrote for the University Daily Kansan

and earned my bachelor's degree in  journalism. Prior to joining the Post in 2019, I

worked as an intern at the Kansas City Business Journal.

The work I do every day — from going to school board meetings to staying on top

of business openings and closings — is only possible because of our subscribers.

To the nearly 7,000 of you who already subscribe, THANK YOU! If you aren't a

subscriber yet, you can support our work covering your community by signing up

for a trial today — your �rst month of full access is just $1.
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